4 PM **WANNA-BE’S**
Meet Eri & Miki, the Wanna-Be’s — just your average Japanese women’s professional wrestling team. Or so their opponents think!
*Special appearance by A-Kon 21 musical guest Demon Kogure of Seikima-II*

4 45 **URUSEI YATSURA**
*TV Episodes 1&2 (Stories 1-4)* Lum, meet Ataru. Ataru, meet Lum. People of Earth, prepare to meet your doom!

5 35 **GENESIS SURVIVER GAIARTH**
*Episode 1* Ital was raised by a robot. Zaxon is an amnesiac war machine. Sahari the Junk-Hunter prowls the desert in search of spare parts. What does the future hold for them in the devastated world of Gaiarth?

6 25 **KIMAGURE ORANGE ROAD**
*TV Episode 40* The first dream of the New Year is supposed to mean something, so why is Kyosuke battling ‘Monster G’?
*OVA “Message in Rouge”* Madoka’s father did what? Is there anyone left for her to believe in — even Kyosuke?

7 15 **GALL FORCE ETERNAL STORY**
The Solonoids (girls) and the Paranoids (monsters) have been at war for so long that they don’t even remember what they’re fighting about. Can the crew of the Starleaf find a chance for peace?

8 45 **RANMA 1/2**
*OVA “Stormy Weather Comes to School! Growing Up with Miss Hinako”* Anything-Goes Martial Arts can handle — well — anything… including an underage schoolteacher… right?

9 10 **HERE IS GREENWOOD**
*Episode 1* What’s Kazuya to do when the woman he loves becomes his sister-in-law? Move into a dorm, of course. Welcome to Greenwood, Suka-chan!

9 40 **ARMITAGE III**
*Episode 1* Detective Ross Sylibus hates robots. So why has he transferred to robot-ridden Mars? And who would kill the universe’s last country singer?

10 30 to Midnight **PROJECT A-KO**
Because it wouldn’t be A-Kon without A-Ko.

— all times are approximate —

**Saturday Video Room 2**